
Atheistic Evolution Tree & Fruit Study
A study to push 4 logical consistent atheistic evolutionary world view. If folk want to hold this view let them
understand its full implications or reject it!

the fit killing the unfit is good

what does it say about the past, how the world
began?
what was the world like at the beginning?
how many years ago was that?
how did we get to where we are now?

natural selection>survival of the fittest - how
does that work in practice, give me some eg.s

is where we are now generally an improvement
on the beginning?

so natural selection etc must be good?
if God created the world using evolution, does it
say anything about him as a character?

so to abort a child less fit to survive is a good
thing?

tell em about Stephen Hawkins, about man at
hospital with premature baby that was young
enough to abort, baby screams in hospital & in
abortion, show them baby's head... - but it's all
a good thing, eh?

Bright future thru death

are things likely to get worse or better then as
things go on?
why? and how/or through what process? [survival
of the fittest]
so we can be full of hope?
what do you reckon? does this fit with your
experience?
in your school give me an example of natural
selection?

taking lunch money, weaker get weaker, rich
get richer

the atom bomb a good thing worldwide
destruction, speed the process?

"Yeah, right!" - God willing they will say this?

ought to be glad when someone dies? Why?
It's all part of the process to the next stage, the
higher stage...

Bible answer: the earth is groaning and in
pain, it ain't meant to be like this, and it will
all be changed one day... soon

Racism

During 1859, Charles Darwin, in his book "Origin of the Species," popularized the idea of "social
evolution." He said that the European was the "fittest to survive" and that Aborigines, for example,
were doomed to die out, similar to the dodo and the dinosaurs. In fact, although almost never taught,
the subtitle of his books reads "The Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle" for life. The beloved
father of evolution was a racist.

what did humans evolve from?
are some humans likely to be 'less-evolved' than
others? Which?
if we can kill apes and cows, what stops us killing
other 'less-evolved' people who are more like
animals, or should nothing stop us?

tell them about aborignes & museums in West
tinking they were missing links and paying for
their skeletons - what do they think?

would you give an ape a seperate toilet to a
man?
so shouldn't you give less-evolved people
different toilets like in America? Or if whites
were less evolved or pigymies??

Bible answer only works: one blood, one race,
one kind, one father Adam, Noah - all brothers,
no higher, all sinners... - stop racism

if the method of getting from one stage to the
next higher stage is thru bloodshed/ the natural
death of the weaker party would this mean a
change of view in practice?
if one tribe completely destroys another (Hutus
and the Tutsies in Rwanda) should we be upset
or glad in any way about it?
if Africa starves should we be upset or in anyway
glad?

You won't get consistent logical evolutionists stating
their opinions too publicly, but check this:

harmlesswise.com/conspiracy/quotes/eugenics

U tell me: Evil fruit from an evil tree?


